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Equations of Hamilton-Jacobi type arise in many areas of application, including 
the calculus of variations, control theory and differential games. Recently M. G. 
Crandall and P.-L. Lions (Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 277 (1983), l-42) introduced 
the class of “viscosity” solutions of these equations and proved uniqueness within 
this class. This paper discusses the existence of these solutions under assumptions 
closely related to the ones which guarantee the uniqueness. 0 1985 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Crandall and Lions [3] introduced the notion of viscosity 
solution for nonlinear scalar partial differential equations of the form 
F(Y9 U(Y), WY)) = 0 for yE 0, (0.1) 
where 0 is an open set in IR “‘, F: 0 x IR x IR”’ --t F? is continuous and 
Du = (h/@, ,..., &/8y,) denotes the gradient of u (also see Crandall, Lions, 
and Evans [2]). They used this notion to prove uniqueness and stability for a 
wide class of equations of the form (O.l), in particular for the initial value 
problem 
au 
z + H(t, x, u, Du) = 0 
u(x, 0) = u,(x) 
and the stationary problem 
in IRN X (0, T], 
(0.2) 
in IRNN, 
u + IH(x, u, Du) = v in W, (0.3) 
* Sponsored by U. S. Army Research Offrce under Contract DAAG 29-80-C-0041. This 
work was completed while the author was a Predoctoral Fellow at the Math. Research Center, 
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Moreover, they proved existence of the viscosity solution of the model 
problems 
in RN X (0, T], 
u(X,O)=uo(x) in RN, 
(0.4) 
u+H(Du)=v in RN. P-5 > 
This paper discusses the existence of the viscosity solution of the more 
general problems (0.2) and (0.3). The assumptions made here are closely 
related to the ones under which Crandall and Lions proved the uniqueness of 
this solution. 
We now formulate typical hypotheses and describe the results. As far as 
H:[O,T]XIRNXRXRN --t R is concerned throughout this discussion we 
will assume: 
(H1) HE C([O, T] X RN X R X RN)’ is uniformly continuous in 
[0, T] x RN x [-R, R] x B,(O, II)* for each R > 0, and 
0-W 
There is a constant C > 0 such that 
c=s;p pqt,x,O,O)I < a3.3 
T 
Moreover, we require some monotonicity of H with respect to u. More 
precisely, we assume: 
For R > 0 there is a yIRE R such that H(t, x, r,p) - 
(H3) H(t,x,s,p)>yy,(r-s) for XE[R~, -R<s<r<R, O<t(T, 
and p E RN. 
Finally, we will have to restrict the nature of the joint continuity of H. The 
following two assumptions will be used: 
Ifli,(a)=sup{lH(t,x,r,p) - fW,~,r,p)l: Ix -yI < a, Ix--Y1 
(H4) IpJ < R, Irl<R, tE[O,T]}, then !cn,(a)=O for any 
R > 0. 
’ C”(8) is the space of k times continuously differentiable functions defined on 8. C:(a) 
consists of functions in Ck(@) which together with their derivatives are bounded. C:(a) 
consists of functions in @(a) which together with their derivatives have compact support. 
*BN(xo,R)=(xEIRN:(x-xXO(<R}. 
'Q,=RNx(0,7'], 9, = RN x [O, T], where 7-E (0, co); Q, = RN x (0, ~01, 
&,=RNx[O,co). 
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For R > 0 there is a constant CR > 0 such that ]H(f, x, r,p) - 
(H5) H(t,y,r,p)J~CC,(l+Ipl)Ix-yl for tE [O,T], Irl<R, and 
X,Y,P E lRN. 
The theorems are: 
THEOREM 1. Let H: [0, T] x IRN x IR x lRN + iR satisfy (Hl), (H2), 
(H3), and either (H4) or (H5). For every u0 E BUC(RN), there is a 
T= T(ll uOll) > 0 and_ u E BUC@,) such that u is the unique viscosity 
solution of (0.2) in QT.4 If, moreover, yR in (H2) is independent of R, then 
(0.2) has a unique viscosity solution in Q, for every T > 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let H: RN x IR x IRN + IF4 satisfy (Hl), (H2), (H3) with 
rR > 0 for every R > 0, and either (H4) or (H5). For every v E BUC(lRN), 
there is a A, = A([1 VII, yR) such that for every A, 0 < 1 < A,, (0.3) has a 
unique viscosity solution u E BUC(lRN). 
Several existence results for the problems (0.2) and (0.3) (including 
versions with boundary conditions) can be found in Lions [8,9]. His 
assumptions generalize (H5) but not (H4). However, for (0.2) he requires a 
Lipschitz condition in t. Moreover, Fleming [5] and Friedman [ 71 
established earlier some existence results concerning (0.2) in the almost 
everywhere sense, under Lipschitz-type assumptions for all the arguments of 
H and u, E C$1(lRN).5 Finally, the scope of the existence results has been 
recently extended by Barles [ 11. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 recalls the definition and 
some basic properties of the viscosity solution of (0.2). It also contains some 
new results concerning this solution. Section 2 is devoted to the proof of 
Theorem 1. Moreover, as an intermediate step toward the proof of this 
theorem, we give a result concerning the convergence of the viscosity approx- 
imations with certain explicit estimates. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the 
stationary problem and have the same structure as Sections 1 and 2. 
Finally, the author would like to thank M. G. Crandall for helpful 
discussions and good advice. 
1 
We begin this section with the definition of the viscosity solution of (0.2). 
We have: 
’ BUC(@) is the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions defined on 6. If 
u: d --t R then 1) ~1) = supxsd /u(x)/. 
’ C$$(@) is the set of (bounded) Lipschitz continuous functions defined on 4. 
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DEFINITION 1.1 [3, 5.11. Let HE C([O, T] X IRN x IR X F?“). A function 
u E C(Q,) is a viscosity solution of 
a24 at + H(t, x, u, Du) = 0 
if for every 4 E Coo(QT), 
if u - # attains a local maximum at (x0, to) E QT, then 
wwxoT to) + wo, x0, 4x,, to), 04(x0, to)) G 0 (1.1) 
and 
if u - 4 attains a local minimum at (x0, to) E Q,, then 
aw(x,~ to) + wo9 x0 9 4x09 to), wxo, to)) a 0. (l-2) 
If, moreover, u E C(Q,) and u(x, 0) = no(x) in IRN, we say that u is a 
viscosity solution of (0.2). 
Remark 1.1. In a similar way, u E C(&) is said to be a viscosity 
subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (0.3) if (1.1) (resp. (1.2)) holds and 
u(x, 0) < uo(x) (resp. 24(x, 0) > uo(x)) in IRN. 
Remark 1.2. Definition 1.1 and Remark 1.1 are a combination of 
Definition 2 and Lemma 4.1 of [ 21. 
Next we state the theorem about the uniqueness of the viscosity solution of 
(0.2) as well as some other important results of [3] concerning this solution. 
THEOREM 1.1 [2, V.21. Let u, v E BUC(lR“‘) be viscosity solutions of the 
problems 
au 
z + H(t, x, u, Du) = 0 in Qr , u(x,O)= u,(x) in FIN, 
and 
$ + H(t, x, v, Dv) = 0 in QT, v(x, 0) = vo(x) in IRN, 
respectively, where H: [0, T] x IRN x IR X IRN --t iR satisfies (Hl), (H3), and 
either (H4) or (H5). Let R, = max(](u]], ]v]]) and y = yRO. Then for every 
t E [O, Tl, 
II u(., t) - v(a, 011 <e- yt II u. - u. II. (1.3) 
In particular, (0.2) has at most one viscosity solution. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1 [3, 1.111. Let T>O, yEIF?, and g,hEC([O,T]). 
Suppose that for every n E C?((O, T)), ifg-n attains a strict local maximum 
at t, E (0, T), we have 
n’W + y&J G h&J 
ThenforO<s<t<T, 
eyfg(t) Q eySg(s) +I: e”h(t) dz. WI 
Remark 1.3. The assumptions on g above are equivalent o saying that g 
is a viscosity solution of 
g’+yg<h 
as it is explained in [3]. 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [3, VI.11. For E > 0, let u,E C,(Q,) be a solution of 
2 - E Au, + HJt, x, u,, Du,) = 0 in Q,, 
u,(x, 0) = u&x) in IRN, 
with &/at, &J&q ax, E C(QT). Assume H,-, H uniformly on [0, T] x IRN x 
[-R, R] x B&O, R) for each R > 0. Ifs, 10 and u+-t u locally uniformly in 
QT, then u E C(QT) is a viscosity solution of 
au 
at + H(t, x, u, Du) = 0 in Q,. 
IA moreover, uOE+ u0 uniformly in IRN and u,~ + u uniformly in QT, then u is 
a viscosity solution of (0.2). 
PROPOSITION 1.3 [3, 1.21. Let u, E C(&,) be a viscosity solution of 
2 + H,(t, x, u,, Du,) = 0 in QT, 
u,(x, 0) = u,,(x) in [RN. 
Assume H, --t H uniformly on [0, T] X IRN X [-R, R] X B,(O, R) jar each 
R > 0. If u, + u locally uniformly in Q,, then u is a viscosity solution of 
a24 
z + H(t, x, u, Du) = 0 in QT. 
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If; moreover, u,, + u, unlyormly on IRN and u, -+ u uniformly on &, then u 
is a viscosity solution of (0.2). 
Now we give a result which describes the evolution in time of the “off the 
diagonal” difference of the viscosity solutions of two problems of the form 
(0.2). To this end, choose /I f C~(W”) and y E Cr(iR) so that 
O<P< 1, P(O)= 1, IWIG and /3(x)= 0 if 1x1 > 1, (1.5) 
and 
O<Y< 1, y(O) = 1 and y(t)=0 if ItI> 1. (l-6) 
For E > 0 set p,(x) = /3(x/&) and y,(t) = y(t/e). We have 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let u, kE BUC(&) be viscosity solutions of the 
problems 
824 
z + H(t, X, u, Du) = 0 in QT, u(x,O)=U&) in RN, 
and 
au 
z+i?(t,x,E,DzJ)=O in QT, zT(x, 0) = i&(x) in IRN, 
respectively, where uO, z&, E BUC(lRN) and H, &: [0, T] x IRN x IR x iR” -+ IR 
satisfy (Hl) and (H3) with the same constant yR < 0 for each R > 0. Let 
4, = ma4 4, II 41) and Y = ho. If, for R > R, and E > 0, D,, A, are such 
that 
and 
A,= (t,x,y,r,p)E[0,7’]~lR~~IR~~lR~lR~:(x,y)ED,, 
I 
lrl~min(l)u((,IlvJI),(pJ~min 
( 
v+ l,L) 1, 
where 
6 For I(: B --t R, I/ Du I( denotes the Lipschitz constant. If u is not Lipschitz continuous, then 
llDuj/ = 00. 
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then for every 5 E [0, T], 
cx~~D {14x9 4 - W9 4 + 3ReTW -HI 
9 E 
gee" sup {I%(X) - G(Y)1 + 3RP& -Y)] (1.7) 
(X,Y)ED, 
+ ewFr SUP I H(f, & r, P) - fi(t, Y, r, P)l. 
ft,x.Y ,r,p) E‘4 8 
Remark 1.4. The assumption that H and Z? satisfy (H3) with the same 
constant is made only for simplicity. Moreover, one can always reduce to the 
case yR < 0 for every R > 0. 
Proof of Proposition 1.4. For r E [0, T] let m * (r) be detined by 
m*(r)= cx~fD {(~(x,~)-~(Y,~))* +3Re-pP,(x-v)l.7 (l-8) 
. E 
Then obviously (1.7) follows from 
m*(t)<e-Fm*(0)+e-v SUP 
(I.x,Y,r,P)EA, 
IW,x, r,p) - H(t,y, r,p)l[:e” do. 
(1.9) 
Moreover, since m* E C([O, T]) (u, v E BUC(oT)), in view of 
Proposition 1.1 and Remark 1.3, it suffices to show that m*(z) is a viscosity 
solution in (0, T) of 
(m*>‘+rm* < (tx~y;)ER IH(t,x,r,p)-H(t,y,r,~)l. (1.10) 
. . . . E 
Finally, here we work only with m +. For the proof of the m - case one uses 
exactly the same arguments. 
To this end, for n E ?((O, T)), let z^E (0, T) be a strict local maximum of 
m+- nonZ=[r”-a,i+a]c(O,T)forsomea>O.Wewanttoshowthat 
n’(f) + ym+(f) < SUP I w, -% r, P) - m, Yv r, P)l. (1.11) 
(t,x,Y*r,P)E‘4, 
If m+ (?) = 3RepY;, then 5^ is a local maximum of 3Re- F - n(t) in (0, T), 
and (1.11) is obviously satisfied. So without any loss of generality we may 
assume that 
m’(f) > 3RepY;. (1.12) 
’ r+(F) denotes the maximum of r (resp. -r) and 0. 
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In this case, for 6 > 0, let @: RN x RN x Z X I+ R be defined by 
@(x,y, r, s) = (u(x, r) - IQ, s))’ + 3Re-y”‘+9?,(X -y) 
+(3R+2/nll)y,(r-s)-n(~), 
(1.13) 
where Y&) = y(t/S) is defined by (1.6). Since @ is bounded on 
RNXIRNXZXZ, for every 6>0 there is a point (x,,y,,r,,sl)ERNX 
RN x Z x Z such that 
Next select c E C,“(RN x RN) satisfying 0 < [ < 1, Qx, ,yr) = 1, jDc\ < 1, 
anddefine Y:lRNXIRNXZXZ~lR by 
‘u(x, Y, r, s> = @(x, Y, G s) + 2 ~C(x, Y). (1.14) 
Since Y = @ off the support of [ and 
there exists a (x,, , y, , rO, sO) E RN X RN X Z X Z such that 
Y(xo,y~,5~,s~)~Y(x,y,5,s) forevery(x,y,r,s)ERNX~NXZXZ. 
(1.15) 
Moreover for 6 < R/2, 
l’o-%I<~. (1.16) 
Indeed suppose not. Then (1.15) and (1.16) imply 
2R + 3Re-Y(‘+“’ - n 7 + 26>‘Y(x,,y,, ro, so) 
( 1 
> Y(x,X,t+a,t^+a) 
>3Re-fli+“‘+R+21JnJI-n(t^+a), 
i.e., 
26~R++l[nll-n(?+a)+n 9 , 
( 1 
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i.e., 
6 > R/2. 
Now we assert the following about (x,, , y, , rO, s,,): 
As SlO lx,-~y,I<c, zo,so+z” and (u(x,,~~)- 
tT(yo, so))+ + 3Re- fl(To+so)‘2)3e(Xo - yo) = u(xo, zo) (1.17) 
- zi(yo, so) + 3Re- Y((t~+s~)~2)~E(~o - yo) --t m + (f). 
Indeed, let 6 be so small that 
26+sup{In(s)-n(t)l:Is-tI<6/2}<R. 
If Ix,, -yOj > E, then (1.5), (1.15), and (1.16) imply 
2R+3R+2lln(J+26-n 2 ‘y(X,,Y,, 50, so) 2 fqx, x9 50,70) 
> 3Re- yr0 + 3R + 2 I( nil - n(t,), 
i.e.. 
which is a contradiction. Note that here is where we really used the 
assumption y < 0. Moreover, suppose that as 6 -+ 0, to, so -+ TE Z along a 
subsequence (which for simplicity is denoted in the same way as the 
sequence). Again (1.15) together with the facts that u, h E BUC(eT) and 
I x0 - y, ( < E implies that, for every (x, y) E IRN yiRN and r E Z, 
e-(y'2)(ro+so) (ii(yo, 70) - C(y,, so))+ + m+ (70) - n((z, + s,)/2) + 26 
+3R+2Ilnll~Y(x,,y,,7,,s,)~~‘(x,y,7,7) 
> 3R + 2 Iln\l + (u(x, t) - ii(y, 7))+ + 3Re-)ZPXx -u) - n(7), 
i.e., 
e-(y’2)(ro+sO) (E(yo, ro) - zT(y,, so))+ + m+(70) - n((so + s,)/2) + 26 
> m + (7) - n(7). 
Letting 6 10 we get 
m+(F)-n(f)>m+(z)-n(7) for every r E I. 
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But then i= f, since z” is a strict maximum of m ’ - n on I. Next observe 
that (1.15) and the fact that rO, s,, -+ z^ as 6 + 0 imply that 
m + (f) - n(f) 
> lii {(u(x,, ro) - U(y,, so))+ + 3Re-Y”‘o’“0”2’~,(x, -y,)} -n(f) 
>b {(u(x,, to) - U(y,, so))+ + 3Re-y”‘~t”0’~2’/3,(~, -yo)} -n(f) 
810 
> m + (z^) - n(f), 
i.e., 
(u(x,, ro) - C(y,, s))+ + 3Re-flY’“0+“0”2’P,(~, -yo)+ m+(f). 
Finally, if along some subsequence 6 1 0, 
(4x0 3 To) - KY, 9 so)) + = 0 
then 
m(?) < 3ReC6 
which contradicts (1.12). 
Next observe that (x0, ro) E QT is a local maximum of (x, r) --t u(x, r) + 
3Re-Y(~‘t”o”2’~,(x -y,) + (3R + 2 I( nil) ys(r - so) + 26C(x,y,) - n((r + so)/?) 
and (y, , so) E QT is a local minimum of (y, S) + zZ(y, s) - 
3Re-y”‘~t”“2’~,(xo-y)- (3R + 2 11 n 11) ys(zo-s)- 2&(x,,y) + n((zo+s)/2). 
In view of (1.1) and (1.2), we have 
(3R + 2 I( n 11) y;(ro - so) + + n’ (F) + -$3Re- y((ro+sd’2)/3~~o - yo)
+ H(r,, x0, Hx,, ro), -3Re- ~(7~+s~‘*)Dpe(xo - y,) - 2 dD,qxo, y,)) < 0 
and 
+ &,,Y,, f(y,, so), -Me- fl(ro+so)‘*)D&(Xo - yo) + 2 cm, [(x0 ) yo)). 
Combining these two inequalities we obtain 
50 + so n’ - 
( 1 2 
+ y3~e-(~/*)(~o+s~) Pdxo - Yo) < ax0 3 Yo 9 @(Yo 9SOL 
- 3Re-(Y’2)(‘~t”~~~,(xo - y,) + 26D,C(x,, yo)) - H(t,, x0, u(x,, z,), 
- 3Re-(y’2)(ro’sa)D~E(x~ -y,) - 2 SD,C(x,,y,)). 
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To continue we assume that ]( zZ]] = min(]] ul], ]]zI]]). (If not, then one has to 
modify the rest of the proof in an obvious way.) Then (1.17) and (H3), for 6 
small, imply 
+ ~{(u(x~, ro) - C(y,, so))+ + 3~e~(y’Z)(r~+“~‘~~t~o -Yo>l 
G @so, Y,, u(Y,~ so)9 -we- (y’*)(To+s~Dpe(Xo -yo) + 2 S~y~(X,,Y,)) 
- H(r,, x0, U(Y,, so), -we- (y’*)(~O+sO)Dp~(XO - y,) - 2 S~,&f,, y(J). 
Next observe that for 6 < i, 
I-3Re- (y’2)(ro+ ““D&(x0 - y,) + 2 my C(xo 7YOI, 
I -3Re- (y’*)(~~+sq3~(Xo - y,) - 2 al, <(x0, y,)l < --y 
6ReiYiT + 1 
* 
Moreover, if L<~I and, without any loss of generality, L = 
~~~~~~~~ IIDu(. r)ll, for x E RN we have 
3Re-(Y~*“‘Ot”O’~,(x -yo) + 2 dc(x, y,) - 3Re-(Y’2)(‘o’“o’~E(xo - yo) 
- 2X(X,,Yo)<L Ix--01. 
But this implies 
( 3Re- (y’*)(~O+sO)Dp~(XO - yo) + 2 m,gx,, y,)l < L. 
Combining all the above we obtain 
+ y{ @(x0, ro) - zi(y,, so))+ + 3Re-(Y’2)(Tot”dB~xo - yo)l 
<H(ro,~o, iQov so), -3Re- (~*)(Q+sQy3e(xo - y,) - 2 SD,~(x,, yo)) 
- ff(r,, x0, ~(Y,~ soI7 -me (y’*)(ro+ so)Dpc(xo - y,) - 2 fm, [(x0, yo)) 
+ %?,max(6RelYI~/&t 1,R)c4@ 
Q sup IH(t,x,r,p)--H(t,y,r,p)( + Wt,max(6RelYIT,E+1,R)(48)) 
(t.X.Y.r.P)L4E 
where, for i? > O?_ o_i7<a) denotes the modulus of continuity of fi on 
[0, T] x RN x [-R, R] x B,(O, E). Letting 6 10 in the last inequality we 
obtain (1.11). 
Next we use Proposition 1.4 to establish several properties of the viscosity 
solution u E BUC(eT) of (0.2). In particular, we describe the evolution in 
time of the norm, the modulus of continuity (in the x variable) and the 
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Lipschitz constant (in the x variable) if u(a, r) E C~“(R”) for t E [0, T]. 
Moreover, we give an estimate for ]]~(a, r) - q]] in the case that 
u,, E C~,‘(W”). Before we state the results, we introduce a notation for the 
modulus of continuity of a function f: 0 + R. It is 
9@) = ,,s”,p,r If(x) -f(YX (1.18) 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let H: [0, T] x IRN x IR x IRN X IR -+ F? satisfy (HI) 
and (H3) with yR & 0 for every R > 0. Iffor u, E BUC(lRN), u E BUC@,) is 
a viscosity solution of (0.2), let R > 11 u 11 and y = yR . The following are true 
for every z, s E [0, T]: 
(a) IfH satisfies (H2), then 
II UC., r>ll < e- Y’@C + II u. IIX (1.19) 
where C is given by (H2). 
(b) If H satisfies (H4), then for 1 > r > 0, 
0 u(. d(r) G e- FPw,O(r) t 7-412RelYlr+2(2r)). (1.20) 
(c) If H satisfies (H5) and u(., z) E Ci3’(IRN) for every r E [0, T], 
with L = supOGrGT IIDu(., r)lj, then 
IIW., ~>ll< emw(Lo +dC,U + L)l), (1.21) 
where Lo = IIDu,II and C, is given by (H5). Moreover, 
L & eT(2C@-YT- y’(Lo + TC,). (1.22) 
(d) If u. E CI*‘(lRN), then 
IId., 7) - uoIl < wy* SUP 
W,f)ErFT. IfW, x, r,p)l. I rl< Ihll. IPI < IP~Oll 
(1.23) 
(4 If u(., 7) E CE*‘(W”) _for every 7E [O, Tl, and 
SUP~~~~~IIDU(~, 7)ll <L then u E Cz*‘(Q,) and, 
11 u(-, 7)- u(-, s)ll < I7 - sl ewyT SUP IH(t, x, r,p)l. (1.24) 
(x,t)Ea, 
I ;;~p 
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Proof: (a) We apply Proposition 1.4 to u and C = 0 which is a 
viscosity solution of the problem: 
ihi 
z+O=O in QT, 17(x, 0) = 0 in RN. 
For r E [0, T] and E > 0, (1.7) implies 
IIu(*, r)ll + Me-” < (x;~D, {Iu(x, z>l + 3RemFp,(x -y)} 
<e-” sup {]u,(x)] + 3Re-“} + e-“z SUP I m 4 r, PI. 
(X,Y)ED, u.x,Y,r,P)EA~ 
But in this case 
~,={(t,x,y,O,O):tE[O,T],Jx-yl~E}. 
so 
This yields (1.19). 
(b) For 1 > r > 0 fixed, let r E RN be such that 
Id < 1. 
If C: Q, + R is defined by 
zqx, 7) = u(x + r, t) 
then obviously zi E BUC(&). Moreover, it follows from Definition 1.1 that ii 
is a viscosity solution of 
ali 
y$ + H(t, x + (, Ii, Dii) = 0 
27(x, 0) = 24()(x + r> in RN. 
NOW applying Proposition 1.4 to u and zi for r E [0, T] and E = r we obtain 
sup 1 u(x, r) - u(x + <, r)l + 3Re- yr 
XGRN 
< sup {II&, 7) - NY + t, 711 + 3Re-%.(x -v)I 
(x,Y)ED, 
<emp sup ] q,(x) - u,(y + r)] + 3Re- p 
(x,Y)ED, 
+ e-9 sup I H(t, x, 8, PI - WV Y + 6 s9 PI. 
(I,.x,Y,S.P)E‘4, 
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But in view of (1.18) and (H4), 
sup I uo(x) - &!J + 01 < q& + Irl) G 2q&9 
(X,Y)ED, 
and 
sup I H(4 x, s, P) - z-m Y t (9 s, PI < sup w-w, x, &PI 
(t,X,Y,S,P)EA, tEto,Tl 
IX-Y1 Cr 
ISl<R 
IPl<6RelYllr+l 
-fqt,y+r,s9P)lJ <~,zRelYl~+*@~)~ 
thus the result. 
(c) For { E RN define C: 0, -+ R by 
qx, t) = u(x + r, 5). 
Then us BUC(Q,), a(., t) E C~*‘(R”) for every r E BUC(lF?) and ~2 is a 
viscosity solution of 
$; + H(l, x + <, A 07) = 0 in QT, 
12(x, 0) = uo(x + <) in RN. 
Applying Proposition 1.4 to u and zi for z E [0, T] and E > 0 we have 
sup [u(x, z)- u(x t k r)l t 3Re-” 
x 
,< SUP {lu(x, r)- U(Y + 6 r)l+ 3Re+‘W 41 
(X,Y)ED, 
<epyr sup ~uo(x)-uo(yt~)l t3Rcv 
(X,Y)EDE 
t e-9 sup IH(& x, r,p) -my t r, r,p)l, 
(I.X.Y,S,P)E~~ 
and therefore 
sup Iu(x,r)-24(x+& t)l <e-wLo(&t ItI) 
x 
t e-9 sup I H(& x, s, p) - HO, Y + r, s9 PI* 
(I,X.Y,S,P)~~ E 
But, in view of the definition of A, and (HS), 
sup IH(t, x, &p) - H(t,y + t, s,P)I < cR(1 + L)(E + itI)* 
(t.X.Y.S.P)EAe 
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Combining the above and letting E + 0 we obtain 
sup \u(x, r) - 24(x + <, r)l Q e-V[& + r&(1 + L)l ItI x 
and thus (1.21). 
To prove the second part of the claim, choose a positive integer m so that 
For i = l,..., m, let Qi, Qi, ui, and Li be defined by 
Li = sup IIw*~ 7N 
reI((i- lVmWA(i+ l)lm)Tl 
where, for f: 0 --t R and C a subset of 0, f Ic denotes the restriction off on C. 
Then ui E BUC(QJ is a viscosity solution of 
$ + H(t, x, ui, Du,) = 0 in Qi, 
ui (x,yT) =u (x,&-!T) in lRN. 
Applying the first part of the claim to ui we obtain 
L, < e-y(Tlm) 
( 
LieI + C, z (1 + Li) 
1 
, 
i.e., 
Li< 
e - yT/m 
1 - C,(T/m) emyT 
i.e., 
L < pdT/m)e-YT- Y(T/“‘))(L~- 1 + c, Tim), 
il 
505/56/3-5 
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Here we used the fact that for 0 Q x < f , 
1 
-<e x+x2 
l-x 
< e2x* 
A simple inductive argument implies (1.22). 
(d) Applying Proposition 1.4 to u E BUC(oT) and u, E BUC(lF?), 
which is a viscosity solution of 
ali z+o=o 
ti(x, 0) = u,(x) in RN, 
for r E [0, T] and E > 0 we have 
SUP Iu(x, z) - u,@)l + men < ,xytD {I 4x, r)- KAYI + 3Re- VAX -VII 
x * E 
< emyr sup ]u,(x) - u,(y)/ + 3RevF + eeyrz SUP I WY 4 I, PI, 
(X,Y)CD, (rJ.Y,r,P)E‘4E 
therefore. 
Ilu(., r) - uoJ( < ewwL,c + eCY”r sup IH(t, x, r,p)l. 
(f,x,Y,r,P) EA E 
The definition of A E yields 
and thus the result 
(e) For any s E [0, T], u is the viscosity solution of 
au 
z + H(t, x, u, 04) = 0 
u(x, s) = u(x, s) 
Part (d), for t E [s, T], implies the results. 
in RN X (s, T], 
in RN. 
2 
We begin this section with a result concerning the existence of the 
viscosity solution of (0.2), in the case that H and u,, are sufficiently smooth 
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functions. In particular, we show that the solution of the viscosity approx- 
imation 
~-EdY,+H(t,X,U,,~u~=o in QT, 
Pl), 
uJx,O)= uo(x) in RN 
converges as E + 0 uniformly in Q, to a function u which is, by 
Proposition 1.2, the viscosity solution of (0.2). Moreover, we give an explicit 
estimate for I] 24 - u,]]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let H E Ci( [0, T] x RN x IR x IRN) satisfy (H2), 
(H3) with y= yR < Ofor every R > 0, and (H5). For t+, E Ci(IRN) and E > 0, 
let u, E BUC(lRN)n @'(Q,) be the solution of (2.1),.8 Then there exists 
u E BUC(R”) such that u is the viscosity solution of (0.2) and u,-+ u 
uniformly on 8, as E + 0. Moreover, 
SUP II uX., r) - 4.3 t>ll< K 6, (2.2) 
O<r<T 
where K is a constant which depends only on II u,)I and IIDu,II. 
Remark 2.1. Crandall and Lions proved the above result in [4] for the 
case of (0.4). Moreover, estimates like (2.2) have also been obtained by 
Fleming [6] and Lions [8] by indirect arguments involving stochastic 
differential games. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. The existence of such an u, follows from 
standard theory. (See in particular [7].) Moreover, it is also known that 
under our assumptions on H, uo, u,(., r) E Ci*‘(RN) for every r E [0, T]. In 
order to prove the existence of u, it suffices to show that as E --t 01~~) is a 
Cauchy family in BUC@,). Indeed, then there exists u E BUC(QT) such 
that u, + u uniformly in QT as E + 0. By Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.1, u 
is the viscosity solution of (0.2). To this end, we show that there exists a 
constant K, which depends only on ]]Du,]] and I] uO]], such that for E, q > 0, 
sup 
O<r<T 
]I ua(., r) - a,,(., $11 < K(fi + fi). (2.3) 
To prove (2.3) we need 
LEMMA 2.1. If H, uo, E, and u, are as in Proposition 2.1, then for every 
z E LO, Tl, 
II uE(., r)ll < e-“(II uoII + CT), (2.4) 
’ u E Czq’(QT) means that &@x, ax,, au/at E C(Q*). 
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where C is given by (H2) and 
where L, = supOCrGT ((&(., r)ll and R > epyT(j(uOl( + CT). Moreover L, 
satisfies 
L,<e Tw~e-yr- ‘(II Duo I( + TC,) = 1. P-6) 
We first complete the proof of the proposition and then prove the lemma. 
Observe that it suffices to show that there is a constant K, which depends 
only on ll~olly I WI19 such that for E, r7 > 0, 
SUP SUP (u,(x, f) - u,@, ~1)’ < KC& + &I. 
‘JGr<T XERN 
(2.7 *) 
Here we establish only (2.7 ‘) since (2.77) is proved in exactly the same 
way. To this end, for B= “A+ “fi and R > e-V(IJuoI) + CT), let 
m: [0, T] + IR be defined by 
m(t) = SUP 
IX-Yl<ECJ* 
{(z&, z> - u,,h 4)’ + 3(R + l)e-pPe(x -Y>L (2.8) 
where /3,(w) = /3(w/S), with /I E CF(RN) such that 
P(O)= 4 O<P< 1, P(w)=0 if Jw( > 1, 
P(w)= 1 -[WI* for I WI < d/2, (2.9) 
P(w) < f for (WI > d/2, 
and R, z are given by (2.6). We claim that m, which is a continuous 
function, is a solution of the viscosity inequality 
m’(r) + rm(r) < K,(fi + fib (2.10) 
where K, depends only on 1) uoI( and IJDu,II. Before we prove this claim, we 
show that it implies (2.7+). Indeed, in view of Proposition 1.1, Remark 1.3, 
and the fact that y < 0 for every 5 E [0, T], we have 
m(r) < e-n(m(O> + rK,(fi + fill. 
But then 
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sup(u,(x, z) - u,(x, r))+ + 3(R + 1)) e- yr 
x 
< eMyr sup )U(j(X) - u,(y)l + 3(R + 1) e- yr 
Ix-Yl<LV 
+ eCY’rK,(fi + fi) Q eep(2(z)* + rK,)(fi + fi) + 3Resp”, 
and therefore 
SUP (dx, 5) - u,(x, r>>+ <een(2(E)* + rK,)(fi + fi). (2.11) 
x 
For the proof of -the claim, let n E P((0, 7’)) and assume that 5^ E (0, Z) is a 
strict local maximum of m - n on I = [z” - a, t^ + a] c (0, 7) for some a > 0. 
We will show that 
WI + w(f) < K,(fi + fi> (2.12) 
and therefore, in view of Remark 1.3, (2.10). If m(f) = 3(R + 1) eew, then, 
for every t E I, we have 
3(R + 1) e- yr - n(f) > m(z) - n(r) > 3(R + 1) ePP - n(r), 
i.e., 
i.e., 
n’(?) = -y3(R + 1) emYi, 
n’(f) t ym(f) = 0, 
and thus (2.12). Now we assume that 
m(f) > 3(R + 1) ePri (2.13) 
and we define @: I? x IRN x 1-r IR by 
@(x, y, r) = (u,(x, r) - u,(y, r))+ t 3(R t 1) emw&(x - y) - n(r). (2.14) 
Since @ is bounded on I? x [RN X I, for every 6 > 0 there is a point 
(x1, y, rl) E RN X RN X I such that 
@(xl,~,,r,)> sup 53-6. 
WX WXI 
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Next select [E Cr(RN X RN) satisfying 0 ,< [< 1, [(x,, y,) = 1, iD(l < 1, 
ld[l< 1 and define E RN x RN x I-+ R by 
w, Y, 7) = @(x9 Y, 5) + 2X(x, Y>. (2.15) 
Since !P = @ off the support of [ and 
q-q 3 Y1,TJ = @(x, 3 Y, 3 71) + 26, 
there exists a point (x0, y,, r,,) E RN x RN x I such that 
w, 9 Yo 9 70) > ‘y(x, Y, 5) for every (x, y, r) E RN x RN x I. (2.16) 
We assert the following about (x0, y,, so): 
For 6 < min(g, z *#), 1 x0 - y, I< (z + 26) 8*, and as 6 1 0, 
to + $ and (u,(x,, ro) - u,(y,, to))+ + 3Re-Yro/?o(~o - y,) = (2.17) 
u,(xo, ro) - u,(yo, ro> + 3Re-“‘%Wo - Y,) -+ m(f). 
Indeed (2.9) and (2.16), together with the fact that y < 0, imply that 
2(R + 1) e- po + 3(R + 1) e-wo/3e(xo - Y,) + 26 - 47,) 
2 (4x,, to> - u,(Y,, ro))+ + 3(R + 1) e- w”/Uxo - yo) 
+ wxo 3 Yo) - 470) 
i.e.. 
= Y(x~,Y~,~~)> Y(x,x,~,)>3(R + l)e-po-4ro), 
&(X0-Yo)>f- 3(R +2,&.+y->+-. 
Thus, in view of (2.9), (x0 - yi I( 13 and 
&(X0 - yo) = 1 - lx0 ;,yo’2. 
Moreover, if @,(x0, ro) - uV(yo, to))+ = 0, the above inequalities give 
&(x0-yo)> 1 -y> 1 -2%J2 
(2.18) 
and therefore 
I x0 - y, I< L9*. 
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So we may assume that (uJx,,, r,,) - u,,(yO, rO))+ > 0. In this case, since x0 
is a maximum point of x I-+ u,(x, rO) + 3(i? + 1) e-“O&(x - yO) + 264x, yO), 
for every x E RN, we have 
3(i? + 1) e-P0&(x - y,) + 2X(x, y,) - 3(R + 1) e-Y&(x, - yO) 
- W% 3 Yo) 
< u(x,, ro) - u(x, to) < z Ix - x0 I. 
Therefore, 
l3(R + 1) e-roWo(xo - v,) + 2~~,4&, Y,)l GE 
and, by (2.18), 
6(R + 1) eWpo I%- Yol 02 < 6(R + 1) e- yro(z + 26), 
i.e., 
Now suppose that as 6 10, r ,, + 5E I along a subsequence (which for 
simplicity is denoted in the same way as the sequence). For each 6 for which 
Ix0 - y,,l > ES’, we choose jr0 E RN such that 
and 
l~,-~Y,,I=I~o-~~l+I~~-~yoI 
Ix0 - yol = 282. 
(2.19) 
If lx,, - yOl < Ze2, let y,, = jj,,. In either case for 6 < min($, z2e2) 
Ixo-yoI~Ee2 and iYo-yoww. 
So, in view of (2.16) and the above observation, for every 
(x, y, r) E RN X RN X I we have 
(u,(xov To) - QYo9 to))+ + 3(R + 1) e-yT%(xo - Yol 
+%,(lYo-7ol)+ 3(R + w+3B(IYo-~ol)+ 26-n(ro) 
3 ‘u(xo, Yo, To> 2 WG Yv 5) a (%(x, r> - U,(Y, r))+ 
+3(R + l)e-P/3e(x-y)--(r) 
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and therefore 
m(7J - n(7,) + wun(2iW2) + 3(R + 1) e-Vu,&268*) + 26 
> (Go9 5J - ~JY,, Q)+ + 3(R + 1) e-“Y&(x, - YJ (2.20) 
+ m(&Y,) - 470) > m(7) - 47). 
Letting 6 1 0 we obtain 
m(f) - n(f) > m(7) - n(7) 
The definition of f implies 
f= c 
for every 7 E I. 
Moreover, (2.20) also implies 
m(z”) - n(t) 
2 kg {(~,(x,~ 7J - KJ.~, to))+ + 3(R + 1) e-Y’%(xo - YJI -n(f) 
2 !$fl(~,(xo9 7J - ~JY~, 7d)+ + 3(R + 1) e-Y”oPe(xo - YJI -n(f) 
> m(f) - n(f) 
i.e., 
fg l(~,(x,~ 7J - u,,h,, 7J)+ + 3(R + 1) e-Y’o&(xo - x,)1= m(O). 
Finally, for the last claim of (2.17), notice that if along some subsequence 
6 lo, 
then 
m(z^)<3(R + l)ePYi 
which contradicts (2.13). 
Next observe that, for 6 sufficiently small, r,, is an interior maximum point 
of7ju,(x,,t)-u,(y,,z)+3(R+l)e-~“P,(x,-yo)--(t)inI,therefore 
Moreover, x,, is a maximum point of x + u$(x, t,,) + 3(R + 1) e-Pa/7,(x - y,,) 
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+ 2&(x, y,) in RN, and y, is a minimum point of y + u,(y, q,) - 
3(R + 1) e+“Ofi,(x, - y) - 2&(x,, y) in IF?“. Therefore 
Du,(x,, ro) = -3(R + 1) e- F”DPe(xo - y,,) - 260, &x0, Y,), 
Du,(y,,r,)=-3(R + l)e-)“0D80(xo-~o)+2~D,~(xo,~o) 
and 
du,(x,, ro) + 3(R + 1) e-vfJ4&(xo - yo) + 266,#,, Yo) G 0, 
&)(Y,, L3) - 3(R + 1) e-~04&(x, - Yo) - 26&(x,, Yo) 2 0, 
where ~*C(xo, Yo) = CL P’Wx~)txo9 yo) and ~,&xo, yo) = 
Cr=r (8’~/8yf)(x,, yO). The above, together with the fact that ug, u, are 
solutions of (2.1),, (2.1),, respectively, imply 
n’tt,) + 3y(R + 1) e-F%(xo - Yo) 
Q -3(R + 1) e- )2o d&,(x, - Y& + ?I) t 26(s t 7) 
+ Ht~,, yo, u,(Y~, ro), - 3(R + 1) e-Y”o%(xo - yo) + 2~DJ(xo~ yoN 
-~(~o,xo~~&,~O),- 3(R + 1) e-ro~Po(xo - yo) - 2SD,<(xo, ro))- 
As a result of (H3), (H5), (2.9), (2.17), and (2.18), we have 
n’bo) + rKue(xo~ ro) - uJY~, ro))+ + 3@ + 1) e-Yfb(xo - vo>l 
< Wo, yo, u&x0, ro), - 3(R + 1) e-wo%(xo - yo) + 26DJ(xo, yo>) 
- H(t,, x0, ue(xo, ro), - 3@ + 1) e-yco%(xo - Y,) - 2~D,&,, yo)) 
+ %,3(R t l,e-YqDL3~~~+ 1 (46) + 3(R + 1) ebpO lldPeII (E + tl) + 28(s + r) 
1+6(R+l)e-Fo Ix,-Yol +2J o2 1 
+ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ + W + 1) 0-0 
G CR<~ + 2WV + tz + 26) + 2Sl+ OH,3(R+l)e-~,~4e(,+1(46) 
+6(Af l)e-po(fi+fi)+26(e+q), 
where above we used the fact that 
3(R + 1) e-PO jD&(xo - yo)\ < Z + 26. 
Letting S -+ 0 implies 
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and thus (2.12) with 
K,=2(CJ(l +Z)+3(R+ l)epyT). 
Remark 2.2. Note that the above proof gives a sharper estimate on 
(In, - u,]J and this ]) us- u]], than the one stated in Proposition 2.1. In 
particular, we proved that for (x, r) E Q,, 
IuE(x, 7) - u,(x, t)l,< ecF(2(~)* + 2(C,z(l +z) + 3(R + 1>)7)(& + fi), 
(2.2 1) 
as one can easily check using Proposition 1.1 and the last inequality in the 
proof. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Here we prove a more general estimate which has 
(2.4) and (2.5) as special cases. In particular, for E > 0, let H, 
&E Ci( [0, T] x RN x R x I?‘) satisfy (H2), (H3), and (H5) with the same 
constants C, CR, and y = yR < 0 for every R > 0. Moreover, let 
u,,, ziO E Ci(RN) n BUC(ll?). If uE, tic E C,“V’(Q,) are solutions of 
~-E~u~+H(~,x,u~,Du~=O in Qr, 24,(x, 0) = uo(x) in lRN 
and 
2 - E Ati, + H(t, x, C,, Dti> = 0 in QT, 
respectively, then for every 7 E [0, T], 
27kx, 0) = zIo(x) in RN, 
sup I 4(x, 7) - a,(~, 7)lG e- F sup I uo(x) - @o(x>l 
x x (2.22) 
+ 7ebF sup 
(X.f)El& 
1 H(t, x, r, P) - i@, x, r9 P)I, 
Irl~min(ll~~II~Il~e~~) 
l~l<minWB,Ld 
where 
L,= SUP Il%(-, 7)lL 
O<Z<T 
z, = sup (] DziX., 7)ll. 
O<+<T 
As usual, without any loss of generality, we only prove that for every 
7 E [O, q, 
sup(u,(x, 7) - zIh(x, 5)) + < e- F sup (u,(x) - zIo(x)) + 
x x (2.23) 
+ 7ecy' SUP 1 H(t, x, r, P) - H(t, x, r, P)]. 
(X,f)~CT 
Irl <mint Ib~ll. P.4 
l~l<mlW,,L,) 
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To this end, let m: [0, T] -, R be defined by 
m(z) = sup (u,(x, t) - ii,(x, r))‘. 
x 
We claim that m is a viscosity solution of 
m’(r) + m(r) Q sup Ifqt, x, r, P) - fi(t, x, I, PI. 
(X,I)Ei% 
I~l<~~~(ll~,ll~II~slD 
lpl<minWe.Ld 
This, in view of Proposition 1.2 and Remark 1.3, proves (2.23). To prove the 
claim, let n E ?((O, 7’)) an d assume that t^ E (0, T) is a strict maximum of 
m-nonI=[t”-a,5^+a]c(O,T)forsomea>O.Wewanttoshowthat 
n’(f) + ym(f) < sup IH(~, X, I, P) - @t, X, 6 PII. (2.24) 
(XJ)ECT 
111 <~i~(ll~~ll~I~~lD 
I~l<min((L,,Ld 
If m(f) = 0, then ? is minimum of n on I, therefore n’(f) = 0 and (2.24) is 
satisfied. So, without any loss of generality, we may assume that 
m(f) > 0. (2.25) 
In this case let 9: IR”’ x I+ IR be defined by 
@(x, 7) = (14,(x, r) - zi,(x, r))+ - n(t). 
Since @ is bounded on IRN x I, for every 6 > 0 there is a point 
(xi, r,) E IRN x I such point 
@(Xl 3 r,> > sup @(x, 5) - 6. 
Lx, ?)ErRNXl 
Next we choose {E CF(IRN) so that 0 <c< 1, <(xi) = 1, lD(] < 1, and 
]A[] < 1 and define E IRN x I+ IRN by 
!P(x, 7) = @(x, 7) + 2iqx). 
Since Y = Qi off the support of 6 and 
ul(x, 9 5) > sup qx, t) + 4 
(X.T)E wxr 
there is a point (x0, r,,) E IRN x I such that 
ul(x, 9 r,> a w, 7) for every (x, r) E IRN X I. (2.26) 
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Moreover, as 6 10, r,, -+ 5^ and 
Indeed suppose that as 6 10, r,, + fE I along a subsequence (which for 
simplicity is denoted in the same way as the sequence). Then (2.26) implies 
m(7o) + 26 - 47o) 2 (UXXO 9 70) - U&p 70)) + + 26 - n(7o) 
> m(7) - n(7). 
Thus as 6 1 0, 
m(f) - n(f) > m(7) -n(7) for every 7 E I, 
therefore 
r= c 
Moreover, (2.26) also implies 
7 
m(f) - n(f) > ‘8y.j (u&q), 70) - a,(x,) to)) + - n(f) 
> $ (u,(xo, so) - l-iE(XO, zo))’ -n(f) 2 m(?) - n(f) 
thus 
f$ ~u,(xo, 70) - ~e(xo 3 70)) + = m(f). 
Finally, if along some subsequence 6 1 0, 
(UXXO~ 70) -a%, 7o))+ = 0 
then m(f) = 0 which contradicts (2.25). 
Next observe that for 6 sufficiently small, 7o is an interior maximum point 
of 7 + u,(xO, 7) - zi,(x,,, 7) - n(r) in I. Moreover, x,, is a maximum point of 
x + u,(x, r,) - zi,(x, 7o) + 2&(x) in RN. The above, together with the fact that 
u, and zie satisfy the equations tated at the beginning of this proof, imply 
n’(7,) < 26.5 + @7o, x0, ~&I, 7o), D&(x,, 70)) 
- Wro, xo, uB(xo, 7th Due&,, 70)). 
If, without any loss of generality, we assume that lluSll = min(l(u,(J, lzI,ll) and 
z, = min(L,, z&, then 
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< 2& + %,msxq,u,,,.Es)(2~) + sup I H(f, x, r, p) - H(t, X, r, p)l. 
(X,f)EQ, 
Irl6m~nlluA 
IpI 6i, 
Letting 6 1 0 we obtain (2.24). 
Since (2.4), (2.Q and (2.6) follow from (2.22) in the same way that 
(1.19), (1.21), and (1.22) from (1.7) we omit their proof. 
Remark 2.3. Estimates similar to (2.4) and (2.6) already exist in [7], 
where they are proved via arguments of the parabolic theory. 
Now we continue with the proof of Theorem 1. First, however, we give a 
short description of the arguments we are going to use. In particular, we 
approximate H and u. in a suitable way so that the resulting problems have 
viscosity solutions (by Proposition 2.1), which, in view of Proposition 1.5, 
satisfy some estimates. Then using Proposition 1.4, we can conclude that 
(0.2) has a viscosity solution. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For the given a0 and H, regardless of whether H 
satisfies (H4) or (H5), let R, > 0 and To > 0 be such that 
2 lluoll + C + 1 <R, 
e-yRoTo(IIuoIl + (C + 1) To> CR,, 
(2.28) 
where C and yRO are given by (H2) and (H3), respectively. Note that 
throughout the proof we assume that yRO < 0. This does not impose any 
restrictions since one can always reduce the problem to this case. 
The claim is that (0.2) has a unique viscosity solution on &,. The 
uniqueness follows from Theorem 1.1, so here we have only to establish the 
existence. First observe that it suffices to assume that no E @RN). Indeed 
for the given a0 E BUC(lRN), we can find a sequence ZJ,,, E C@“‘) so that 
IIUo,nll G lluoll 
and 
II U0.n - UOII + 0 as n+co. 
If (0.2) has a viscosity solution u, E BUC(eT,) for every uo,” E Ci(lRN), then 
(1.19) implies 
II u,II < Ro for every n. 
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Therefore by Theorem 1.1, 
i.e., there exists a u E BUC@r,) such that u, -+ u uniformly on @,, as 
n + oz. Proposition 1.3 implies that u is a_viscosity solution of (0.2). 
Next, for every positive integer 1, let H,: [0, To] X RN X R X RN --+ R be 
defined by 
W(P/l) H(f, x, u, P) for 1~1 <ROT 
f&(6 4 u, P) = (2.29) 
for Iz.1 > R,, 
where w E C~(lR”) is such that 0 < w < 1, and 
W(P) = 1 for IpI< 1, 
W(P) = 0 for IpI > 2. 
(2.30) 
It is easy to see that for every I, 
(i) fi,E BUC([O, To] X RN X R X RN; 
(ii> ~~Pw)E~~o 1H,(4 x, 0, 011 =c 
(iii) H,(t, x, r, p) - H,(t, x, s, p) > yRo(r - s) for every (x, t) E QrO, 
pE RN, and r>s, 
(iv) &, satisfies (H4) or (H5) depending on whether H satisfies (H4) 
or (H5), respectively. Also li? < /1, for R > 0 and Cgl< CR0 for R > 0. 
Moreover as I -+ co, H,(t, x, u, p) + H(t,x, u, p) uniformly on [0, To] X 
RN x [-R,, R,] x B,(O, R) for every R > 0. 
Now for every I, let H, E Ci([O, T,,] X RN X H X RN) be such that 
(9 llHl -B/II < l/k 
(ii> sw(x,t)E~To IH,(4x,QO)I<C+ 1; 
(iii) HI@, x, r, p) - H,(t, x, s, P) 2 yRo(r - s) for (x, l) E Q,,, P E RN, 
and r>s; 
(iv) if H satisfies (H4), then H, also does and AT(a) Q li,, i(a) for 
R >O; 
(v) if H satisfies (H5), then H, also does and CF < 2CR0+ i for R > 0; 
(vi) regardless of whether H satisfies (H4) or (H5), H, always 
satisfies (H5) for some constant c; for R > 0. 
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As a result of all the above properties of H, and Proposition 2.1, for every 1 
the problem 
has a unique viscosity solution u1 E BUC(eT,). Moreover, in view of 
Proposition 1.5, for every r E [0, T,] we have 
llz+(., t)ll < e-YR~“(II~OII + (C + 1)~) < & 
and (2.3 1) 
Co uoc.,,,(4 G f(E) for s<l, 
where f: [0, co) + [0, co) is so that f(0’) = 0. In particular, if H satisfies 
(H4), then 
f(e) = e-Y~J0(2~,o(~) + ToAlzRee-wo+@)) (2.32) 
and, if H satisfies (H5), then 
f(E) < [ero’4CR~t1e~y~o~o~h~‘(~~l)~g~~ + 2ToCRo+ 1)] E = EE. (2.33) 
We want to show that {u,} is a Cauchy sequence in BUC(RN), i.e., that 
for every a > 0 there is a I, = lo(a) > 0 so that, if 1, I’ > 1,, then 
This, together with Proposition 1.3, will finish the proof of the theorem. To 
this end, for arbitrary but fixed a > 0, let 1 > E > 0 be so that 
e - yRJo~,o(&) <a/3 (2.34) 
and 
T,e~y~oTo~IUoe-ho~o+~(2~) < a/3 
if H satisfies (H4), or 
2T,,e-“oToCRo+l(l + 2)~ < a/3 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
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if H satisfies (H5). Having chosen E as above, select I, so that for 1, 1’ > I,,, 
Toe - YhTo sup IH& x, r, P> - H&,x, r, PI < 43, 
Lx, I)EGO’ 
Irl Go, 
I~I~rnin~6R,e~~~~~/~+1,~~ (2.37) 
where, if H does not satisfy (H5), z = co. Then Proposition 1.4 for 
7 E [0, T,,] and 1, I’ > I,, implies 
lIU,(', 7) - a', 7)ll < a 
and thus the result. 
Finally note that, if yR in (H2) is independent of R, we do not have to 
impose the restriction (2.28) on T and therefore we have existence for every 
T> 0. 
Remark 2.4. In the case that yR is not independent of R, we cannot 
expect global time existence, as we can easily see from the simple ordinary 
differential equation 
24, + u* = 0 u(0) = c < 0. 
As a corollary of the above proof and Proposition 1.5, we have the 
following proposition which we state without proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If H satisfies (Hl), (H2), (H3), and (H5) and 
24, E C,O*‘(IRN), then (0.2) has a unique viscosity solution 24 E CE*‘(@,). 
Remark 2.5. A Lipschitz-type condition in x is necessary in order to 
have solution Lipschitz in x. In particular, if HE BUC(R) is such that 
H(x) = x ‘I3 for x E [-1, 11, then u(x, t) = -tH(x) + 1 is the viscosity 
solution of the problem 
u,+H(x)=O 24(x, 0) = 1 
but u(s, 7) & C:*‘(R) for 7 E [0, T]. 
Remark 2.6. Assumptions (H4) and (H5) are different. In particular, if 
H is independent of (t, u, p), then (H4) implies that H is uniformly 
continuous in x and (H5) that H is Lipschitz continuous in x. Moreover, 
there are functions which satisfy (H4) but not (H5) and vice versa. Indeed, if 
g: R + I? is Holder continuous with exponent a, then 
H(x, P) = g(x) IpI”-s 
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for 0 < E < a satisfies (H4) but not (H5). But if g: I? --t R is Lipschitz 
continuous, then 
WY PI = dX)P 
satisfies (H5) but not (H4). 
Remark 2.7. One can prove Theorem 1 in the case that H satisfies (H5) 
using compactness arguments once Proposition 1.5 has been proved. 
However, here we gave a constructive argument, which establishes the 
uniform convergence of solutions of approximate quations. 
3 
We begin this section with the definition of the viscosity solution of (0.3). 
We have 
DEFINITION 3.1 [2,3]. Let H E C(lF? x R x I?“), I > 0, and u E 
C(lRN). A function u E C(lF?) is a viscosity solution of 
u + AH(x, u, Du) = ?.I in lRN, 
if for every @E Ca(lRN), 
and 
if u - 4 attains a local maximum at x0 E IRN, then 
4x0) + w&l 3 4%), Q%)) G 4%) 
(3.1) 
if u - 4 attains a local minimum at x,, E IRN, then 
4%) + qx, 9 W,), Q&J > 4G 
(3.2) 
Next we state the theorem about the uniqueness of the viscosity solution of 
(0.3) as well as some other important results of [3] concerning this solution. 
THEOREM 3.1 [3,111.1]. Let u, CE BUC(RN) be viscosity solutions of 
the problems 
u + UI(x, 24, Du) = v in RN, and zi + IH(x, ii, DC) = 17 in RN, 
respectively, where H: IRN x iR x W + IR satisfies (Hl), (H3), and either 
(H4) or (H5), and u, 17 E BUC(RN). Let R, = m,ax(l]uI], )Ia]]) and y = yRO. 
Then 
(1 + hJ) IIU - PII < II ZJ - fill. (3.3) 
In particular, if 1 + ly > 0, then (0.3) has a unique viscosity solution. 
m/56/3-6 
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PROPOSITION 3.1 [3, IV.l]. For E > 0 let u,E C2(lRN) be a solution of 
--E Au, + u, + JH,(x, u,, Due, = v, in RN. 
Assume H,-, H uniformly on IRN x [-R, R] x B,(O, R) for each R > 0 and 
v,-+ v uniformly on IRN. If E, 1 0 and u& + u locally uniformly on IRN, then 
u E C(IRN) is a viscosity solution of 
u + LH(x, u, Du) = v in lRN. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 [3,1.2]. Let u, E C(iRN) be a viscosity solution of 
u, + IzH,(x, u,, Du,) = v, in RN. Assume H, -+ H uniformly on 
IRN x [-R, R ] x B,(O, R) for each R > 0 and vn -+ v uniformly on IRN. If 
u, + u locally uniformly on IRN, then u E C(lRN) is a viscosity solution of 
u + 1H(x, u, Du) = v in RN. 
Now we give a result which estimates the difference of the viscosity 
solutions of the two problems of the form (0.3). This estimate will be used 
later in order to derive several properties of the viscosity solution. To this 
end, choose /? E CF(lRN) as in (1.5). We have 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let u, GE BUC(lRN) be viscosity solutions of the 
problems 
u + 1H(x, u, Du) = v in IRN and C + LH(x, ~2, Da) = 0 in IRN, 
respectively, where H, I?: [RN x IR x IRN + m satisfy (HI) and (H3) with the 
same constant yR for each R > 0 and v, fi E BUC(lRN). Let R, = 
max(]] u(1, I] @]I) and y = yR,. Iffor R 2 R, and E > 0, D,, A, are such that 
D,={(x,y)EIRNxIRN:]x-y]<e} 
and 
14 < min(llulL IIW IPI < min (?+1,L)f, 
where 
L = min(llDuIl, IWI) 
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and, moreover, 
l+ly>O 
then 
sup {I n(x) - W)l + 3RB,(x - v)} < 
W,Y)ED, 
+q( YPD {Iv(x)-W)l 
x, E e 
+ 3W1+ hIPee - Y)} + & 
(3.4) 
( ySu;)eA lH(x, s, p) - H(Y, s, PI, 
x. ,s, e 
where p,(m) = /?( m/c). 
Remark 3.1. The assumption that H, H satisfy (H3) with the same 
constant is made only for simplicity. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. It is obvious that (3.4) follows from 
cxvD {u(x) - Q(Y))* + 3&3,(x - ~11 G 
3 6 
&- ( “4PD {Iv(x) - B(Y)1 
X.YE e 
+ 3R(l +4~)P,(x-Y)} +1 
(3.5 ‘) 
sup 
1 + h (X.Y,S,P)EA~ 
(H(x, s, P) - H(Y, 8, P)[. 
Here we prove only (3.5+), since (3.5 -) follows in exactly the same way. To 
this end observe that, if 
sup {(U(X) - zi(y>>+ 3RP,(x - Y)} < 3R 
(X.Y)EDE 
then there is nothing to show. So we may assume 
SUP {(u(x) - a(y))+ + 3RP,(x - y)} > 3R. (3.6) 
(X.Y)EDc 
In this case let @: RN x IRN + I? be defined by 
4%~ Y) = (u(x)- fity))+ + 3RP.b - Y>. 
Since @ is bounded, for every 6 > 0 there is a point (x1, y,) E RN X RN such 
that 
@(x1 3 Y,) > (x ,y, Fyv @(x, Y) - 6. 
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Next select [E C,“(lRN x RN) satisfying 0 < [ < 1, [(xi, yi) = 1, and 
/DC1 < 1 and detine !Yz RN x RN-t R by 
w, Y) = @(x, Y) + 2X(x9 Y). 
Since Y = @ off the support of < and 
q-5 9 Y,) = @(Xl 7 Y,) + 2f3 > sup @(x7 Y> + 4 
(X,y)ERNX RN 
there exists a (x0, y,) E RN x RN such that 
%l~ Y,) > w? Y> for every (x0, yO) E RN X lRN. (3.7) 
We assert the following about (x0, y,): 
If6<R/2thenIx,-v,I~&,andas610, 
04%) - Q(Yo)> + + w&l - Yd 
= 4-d - G(YJ + 3RPho - YJ 
(3.8) 
+ (xyf;‘u lW> - C(Y)>’ + 3RP& - Yll. 
. E 
Indeed, if Ix,, - y,( > a, then, in view of (3.7) and the definition of /3,, we 
have 
2R + 26 > y(xo, YJ Z y(x, Y) 2 3R, 
i.e., 6 > R/2. Moreover, (3.7) implies that 
04x,> - G(yo))+ + 3RP.k - ~0) + 26 
2 cxy~D {(u(x) - C(Y)>+ + 3RBb - Y)}- 
* E 
So as 6 1 0, 
@k,) - f4~o)) + + 3RP& - uo) 
+ (xylD {(u(x) - WN’ + 3RPb - Y)b 
E 
Finally, observe that, if along some subsequence 6 10 (u(x,) - zJ(y,))+ = 0, 
then, as a result of the above, we have 
sup {(U(X) - a(v))+ + 3RPk - Y)} < 3R 
(X,Y)EDe 
which contradicts (3.6). 
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Next since x, is maximum point of x + u(x) + 3Rfldx - y,,) + 26[(x, yo) 
in RN and yO is a minimum point of y + zi(y) - 3Rp,(xo - y) - 264x,, y) in 
RN, we have 
u(x,) + Wx,, Go), - Q’W&o - ~0) - 2~D,C(x,, YO)) < u(xo) 
and 
6(yo) < ti(y,-,> +Afi(y,, C(Y,,), - 3RDP&o - Y,) + 2~444, - ~0)). 
Combining these two inequalities we obtain 
4x,,) - C(Y,) < +o) - fityo) +A&Y,, I, -3RDPbo - Y,) 
+ 260, &, 3 ~0)) - Wxo 7 4x,), - 3RW,(xo - Yo> - 26D.x Go 3 ~0)). 
To continue, we assume that Iltill = min(ll u 11, II @II). Then, for 6 suffkiently 
small, (H3) and (3.8) imply 
(I+ lr)(u(x,) - qyo))’ < $x0)- fl(yo) + A@Y,, I, -3RDPbo - ~0) 
i- 2~D,C(x,, Y,)) -2&x,, I, -3RWAxo - YO) - 2~Dxl;(xo~ YO)> 
and, since Ix0 - y,,l < E for 6 < R/2, 
(1 + WWo) - I)' + 3RP&o - ~011 G cxwD iI@) - PI 
+ 3W + h9BeCx - Y>)} + A@Y,, $Y,), - 3&3,~xo -yo) 
+ 264 Uxo 7 ~0)) - Jff( xot fi(vo), -3RDP,(x, - Y,) - 2JD,C(xo, ~0)). 
Now observe that for 6 < f, 
I-3WWo - ~0) + 2Q4xo9 ro>L 
I-3RDP& - ~0) - 26D,&xo, u,)l Q F + 1. 
Moreover, by an argument similar to one used in the proof of 
Proposition 1.4, 
l3RW,ho - Y,) + 2~D,C(xo, YJ <L. 
Combining all the above we obtain 
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(1 + kWx,) - Q(Y~>>+ + 3RP,(x, - Y,)) 
<( y!D {I~x>-~~(Y)I+~RU +WPtG-Y)) 
1, E 
+ Afi(yo, 4~,), -3JW,(x, - YJ - 26~&0, YO)) 
- Wx, 3 a(~,), -3JW&, - YJ - 2dDJ(x, 3 yo)) 
+ hhnax(6R,~+ l,R) (46), 
therefore 
(1 + hN@(x,) - ~(Yc,>>+ + 3Wx0 - ~011 
G (,s~;~~ {I+) - fi(y)l+ 3W + h>Pdx- ~11 
) E 
+ A suP IH(xV s, P) - ‘(y9 % P)I + 3LW~,max(6R,6+ 1,R) c4&* 
(x,Y.s.PM, 
Letting 6 1 0 in the last inequality we obtain (3.5)‘. 
Next we use Proposition 3.3 to establish several properties of the viscosity 
solution u E BUC(lRN) of (0.3). In particular, the next proposition gives a 
priori bounds for the norm, the modulus of continuity, and the Lipschitz 
constant of u. Moreover, it gives an estimate for ((u - u((, if ~1 E CO,*‘(R”‘). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let H: FP’ x IR x IRN --f IR satisfy (Hl) and (H3). If, 
for u E BUC(lRN), u E BUC(lRN) is a viscosity solution of (0.3), let R > JJuII 
and y = yR. Assume 1 + dy > 0. Then the following are true 
(a) IfH satisfies (H2) then 
where C is given by (H2). 
(b) IfH satisfies (H4) then for 1 > r > 0, 
dr) Q &(2W~(r)+M~~+z(2r)). 
(c) IfH satisfies (H5) and IS, u E Cup’ then 
IDull +- [llDvll + ncR(l + llDu~~)~~ 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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where CR is given by (H5). Moreover if 1 + A(y - CR) > 0 then 
(3.12) 
(d) IfH satisjies (H2) and v E C~V1(lT?N) then 
ll~-wy& sup lH(x, r, P)l. (3.13) XERN 
Irl<llull 
IPI < IIDUII 
Proposition 3.4 follows from Proposition 3.3 in the same way that 
Proposition 1.5 follows from Proposition 1.4, hence we omit the proof. 
4 
We begin this section with a result concerning the existence of the 
viscosity solution of (0.3), in the case that H and u are sufftciently smooth 
functions. In particular, we show that the solution of the viscosity approx- 
imation 
--E Au,+ uE+ rZH(x, uc, DuJ = u in RN (4-l), 
converges as E + 0 uniformly on RN to a function u E BUC(RN), which is 
then, by Proposition 3.1, the viscosity solution (0.3). Moreover, we give an 
explicit estimate on I] u - u,]I. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let HE Ci(lRN x Ft x IRN) satisfy (H2), (H3) (with 
y=y,forR>O),and(H5).~orIZ>Osothat l+Uy>O, l+L(y-l)>O, 
and 1 + A(y - C,) > 0, where R > 2 11 VII + C and C, C, are given by (H2), 
(H5), E > 0 and u E Ci(IRN), let u, E C2(lRN) n BUC(iRN) be the solution of 
(4.1),. Then there exists u E BUC(lRN) such that u,+ u uniformly on IRN us 
E + 0. u is the viscosity solution of (0.3) in [RN and, moreover, 
IIU -u,II <qh 
where K is a constant which depends only on JIu(I and IIDu(l. 
(4.2) 
Proof. The existence of such an u, follows from standard theory (see in 
particular IS]). Moreover it is also known that, under our assumptions on H 
and u, u,E CiV1(lRN). In order to show the existence of u, it sufftces to show 
that as E + 0 {u,} is a Cauchy family in BUC(lR”). Indeed then there exists 
u E BUC(RN) such that u, + u uniformly in RN as E + 0 and, as a result of 
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Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1, u is the viscosity solution of (0.3). To this 
end, we show that there exists a constant K, which depends only on llDv[l 
and I(uIJ, such that for E, v > 0, 
Ilu,- u,lI GK(fi + \/rT>. 
This will also prove (4.2), if we let q + 0. To prove (4.3) we need 
(4.3) 
LEMMA 4.1. If H, v, E, 1, R, and u, are as in Proposition 4.1, then 
where C is given by (H2) and 
II WI < 1 +i(:-c 
R 
) (lID~II+Gt)=~~ 
(4.4) 
where CR is given by (H5). 
We first complete the proof of the proposition and then prove the lemma. 
Observe that it suffices to show that there exists a constant K, which depends 
only on II ZJ IIT IP IL such that for E, q > 0, 
Il(u,- u,J* II <KC& + df>. (4.6 *) 
Here we establish only (4.6+), since (4.6-) can be proved in exactly the 
same way. Observe that, if Il(u,- u,J + )I = 0, then there is nothing to prove. 
So we may assume that 
II@,- %J+ II > 0. (4.7) 
In this case, for 6’= fi + “fi let @: RN x RN + iR be defined by 
@(x, Y) = @e(x) 7 q,W)+ + 3(R + 1)/W - ~‘1, 
where R is as in the statement of the proposition and j&(e) = P(je) with /.? 
given by (2.9). Since 9 is bounded, for every 6 > 0 there is a point (x1, y,) 
in RN x RN such that 
@(x1 9 v,) > sup @(x, v) - 6. 
(X,Y)ERNX RN 
Next select CE C~([RN) so that 0 < (4 1, ((x,, y,) = 1, IDCl < 1, and 
l&T1 Q 1 and define !I? RN x RN+ R by 
qx, v) = @(x, Y) + m(& Y>* 
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Since F = @ off the support of L and 
there is a point (x0, y,) E RN x RN, such that 
!%I 3 Yo) 2 ul(x, Y) for every (x, y) E RN. (4.8 ) 
We claim that (x0, yO) has the following properties 
If 6 < min(ll(u,- u,J+ IP, &), then I+, - yol Q 6, lx, - YA < 
6 + W@, (U,(G) - u,(Y~))+ > 0, and (u&d - u,(Y~>)+ > (4.9) 
II@, - &J+ II - 24 
where z is given by (4.5). Indeed, if Ix0 - yOl > 19, then (4.4) and (4.8) imply 
2(R+1)+26>,Y(x,,y,)~Y(x,x)~3(R+1) 
which contradicts the fact that 6 < l/24. Moreover, for every x E I?“, 
O&J - u,(yo))+ + 3(R + 1) + 26 
2 W,, ~0) Z y(x, x) > (u,(x) - u,(x)) + + 3(R + 11, 
therefore 
k.(xo) - U,(Yd’ a II(%- %J+ II - 2s 
and, by the choice of S, 
In this case, since llDusll ( z, we have 
%(x*) - U,(YcJ) + 3V7 + 1)PtJc%l- Yd + 2s 
2 GY,) - u,,(uo) + 3(R + 11, 
therefore 
3(R i- 1)/3,(x,-y,)>3(R + l)--(R t l)-26(3(R + I)). 
This implies 
Pd-% - YJ 2 $ * 
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But then 
&(x0-yo)= 1 -‘xo8zyo’2. 
Moreover, (4.8) also implies that, for 6 suffkiently small, x0 is a maximum 
point of the mapping x-t u,(x) + 3(R + l)Pe(x - yo) + 2&(x, yo), therefore 
for x E I?, 
3(R + l>P& - Y,) + 2X(x, Yo) - 3(R + 1) P&o - Yo) - 2w0, Yo) 
~u,(xo)-u,(x)<~~x-xo~~6(R+1)~~x-xo~. 
This yields 
) 3(R + 1) Iq&&, - yo) + 2D,C-(xo, Y,I GE < 6(R + 111 (4.11) 
and, by (4. lo), 
/xo-yoJqL+26)e2. 
Next since x0 is a maximum point of x--t U,(X) + 3(R + 1) Pe(x - JJ,) + 
26&x, y,) and y, is a minimum point of y + u,(y) - 3(R + l)pB(xo - y) - 
2&(x,, y) and u,, II, E C2(lRN) are solutions of (4.1),, (4.1),, respectively, 
we have 
uc(xo) - u,(vo) G -3(R + l)%(xo - ~o)(& + a) + WY,, %(~oh 
-3(R + 1) W&o - Y,) + ~~W(X,, ~0)) - J-W,, uXY~), 
-3(R + 1) W&(x,, - Y,,> - 2SD,C(x,, ~0)) + v(xo) - u(yo). 
But then, using (4.9) and the properties of H, U, and A, we obtain 
(1 + AY)MXo) - QYo>)’ 
G IIDuli lxo- YOI + 3(R + I)$$ +I~H.rnaxcR,c3cR+1),~),~~,,+1)(48) 
+ WY,, dvo), -3(R + l)%(xo - Y,) - 26~,C(xo, YO)) 
- Wxo, ~Xyo), -3(R + 1) %(xo - ~0) - 2~~,C(xo9 YO)), 
therefore, since 19~ < 2(& + fi) and (a + ft)/B’ < \/E + fi, 
(1 + 27) Ku, - %J+ II 
< (1 + hJ) 26 + 2 IJDU I( p + 24(& + fi> 
+ hwmw~R,(3(R+ 1,,0,,~/3,,+ ,(4@ + ACAl + 0 2(1 + W(fi + VW. 
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Letting 6 1 0, we obtain 
-- 
(2 Ipulp + 2Gdl + wxfi + h) (4.12) 
and hence the result. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Here we prove a more general estimate which has 
(4.4) and (4.5) as special cases. In particular, for E > 0, let H, 
fi E C~(lR” X R X I?“) satisfy (H2), (H3), and (H5) with the same constants 
C, CR, and y = yR for R > 0. Moreover, let u, fi E C~(W”) and choose R, > 0 
so that 
max(2 I(uJ( + C, 2 I(Bll + C) <R,. 
IfI>Oissothat l+Uy>O, l+I(y-l)>O,and l+I(y--C,,)>Oand 
u,, zis E C2(RN) n BUC(lRN) are solutions of 
--E Au, + u, + H(x, u,, DuJ = u and --Nazi, + tic + H(x, C,, DtiJ = B 
II % - fell G -& (II u - fill + A sup I qx, r, P) - R-5 rv Pm XE RN, 
Irl ~min(llu~ll.Il~&. 
Ipl(min(LJ~) (4.13) 
where L,= I(Du,lJ and I,= IIDii,ll. 
As usual, without any loss of generality, here we only show 
IKU, - a+ II G &I~-,-II +A sup I fqx, r, P) - @xv r, PN. XERN, 
Id <~in(llu,ll~l~~ll). 
IPI <min(L,,E,) (4.14) 
In the case that Ij(u - ti)’ II = 0, there is nothing to prove. So we assume that 
Il(% - %I+ II > 0. 
Let @: IRN --* I? be defined by 
Q(x) = (u,(x) - Ii,(x)) + . 
Since Q, is bounded, for every 6 > 0 there is a point x1 E RN such that 
@(x1) > sup G(x) - 6. 
xew 
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Let c E C~(lR“‘) be such that 0 < c< 1, c(x,) = 1, ID{1 < 1, and l&l < 1 and 
define Y: RN+ R by 
Y(x) = Q(x) + 2cqx). 
Since Y = @J off the support of 6 and 
Y(x,) = @(Xl) + 2s > sup Q(x) + 6, 
xsRN 
there is a point x0 E RN such that 
!%J 2 WI for every x E RN. 
Then for 6 < Il(u,--- ziJ’ II/2 it is easy to check that 
(4.15) 
MXCJ - ~,W)’ = I, - ~,(xcJ > II@,- qJ+ II - 25. 
But then x0 is a maximum point of x -F udx) - zidx) + 26c(x). This, together 
with the fact that uE, P,E C2(iRN) satisfy the equations stated at the 
beginning of the proof, implies 
u,(xJ - tie(xJ < -28E + A(H(x,, ti#(xo), Da&.(x,)) 
- w% 9 u8@o>9 mu,@,) + 2mhl))). 
It follows that 
(1 + Ly)(u,(x,) - U&J) + ,< --2& + A ffiN If& r, p) - @x, r, p)I 
/r 4llU8ll. 
IPI cL, 
Letting 6 1 0 we obtain the result. 
Since (4.4) and (4.5) follow from (4.13) in the same way that (3.9), (3.12) 
follow from (3.4) we omit their proof. 
Remark 4.1. Once one has (4.4) and (4.5), the existence of the viscosity 
solution u E BUC(R”) of (0.3) under the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 
follows immediately from usual compactness arguments. The only reason we 
give a different proof is to establish the explicit estimate on IIu,- u I(. 
Now we continue with the proof of Theorem 2. As in the case of 
Theorem 1, we approximate H and u0 in a suitable way so that the resulting 
problems have viscosity solutions (by Proposition 4.1). Using the a priori 
estimates we have on the viscosity solution together with Proposition 3.3, we 
can conclude that (0.3) has a solution. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. For the given u and H, regardless of whether H 
satisfies (H4) or (HS), let R, > 0 be such that 
2(Ivll+C+ 1 <R,, (4.16) 
where C is given by (H2). Then choose I, > 0 so that for 0 < A < A,, 
1 2AyRo + > 0, 
1 + a0 - 1) > 0, 
(4.17) 
and 
1 +WRo-2Go+,) > 0 (4.18) 
in the case that H satisfies (HS), where yRO is given by (H3) and is assumed 
to be yRO<O and CRO+i is given by (H5). The claim is that for every L such 
that 0 Q I < A,,, (0.3) has a unique viscosity solution. The uniqueness follows 
from Theorem 3.1 and the choice of A, since as a result of Proposition 3.4(a), 
any viscosity solution u E BUC(iR“‘) satisfies 
Here we establish the existence. First observe that it sufftces to assume 
v E C~(R”). Indeed for the given u E BUC(ii?‘) we can find a sequence 
u, E C#!N) such that 
II uln IIG II u II 
and 
ll~m--ll-+o as m-+cO. 
If we know that (0.3) has a viscosity solution for u E Ci(RN), then, for every 
u and I as above, 
u, + AH@, u,, Du,) = u, 
will have a viscosity solution u, E BUC(lRN) such that 
ll~mll <R,. 
But then Theorem 3.1 implies 
II %I - 41 G -&% -4L 
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i.e., there exists a u E BUC(W’) such that u, + u uniformly F?’ as m -+ 03. 
In view of Proposition 3.2, u is the viscosity solution of (0.3). 
Next for every positive integer 1 let H, : IR“’ x IR X IRN -+ IR be defined by 
I 
W(P/l) w, uv PI for lul <R,, 
@(XT u, P) = 
W(PlO H ( x7 u&, P , u, ) 
for /uI > R,, 
where w E CF(il?) is as in (2.30). It is easy to see that for every 1, 
(i) i?, E BUC(iR”’ x IR x IRN); 
(ii) supX IH,(x, 0,O)j = C; 
(iii) I?,(x, r, p) - H,(x, s, p) > yRo(r - s) for every x E W, p E RN, 
and r>s; 
(iv) p[ satisfies (H4) or (H5) depending on whether H satisfies (H4) 
or (H5), respectively. Moreover /1, , z~<A/i,forR>OandC~<C,,forR>O. 
Also observe that as Z-+ co, 8,(x, u, p) + H(x, u, p) uniformly on 
RN x [-R,, R,] x B,(O, R) for every R > 0. 
Now for each I, let H, E C~(ll?” x iR x W’) be such that 
(0 llHl - H,ll < l/k 
(ii) supx 1 H,(x, 0, O)l < C + 1; 
(iii) H,(x, t, p) - H,(x, s, p) > yRO(r - s) for x E IRN, p E W’ and 
r>s; 
(iv) if H satisfies (H4), then H, also does and /iF <(i, + , for R > 0; 
(v) if H satisfies (H5), then H, also does and CF < 2CR0+ i for R > 0; 
(vi) regardless of whether H satisfies (H4) or (H5), H, always 
satisfies (H5) for some constant c; for R > 0. 
As a result of all the above and Proposition 4.1, for each 1 the problem 
uI + H,(x, u,, Du,) = u in fRN 
has a unique viscosity solution u, E BUC(W). Moreover, in view of (i) 
above, Proposition 3.4 and (4.17), (4.18), for every I we have 
and 
II4 G (II 0 II + CC + lP> < R, 
(4.19) 
%,(d G J-(E) for ~(1, 
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where f: [0, co) + [0, co) is such thatf(O+) = 0. In particular, if H satisfies 
(H4), then for E < 1, 
.I-@) = 1 +:, W"(E) + hRo+3(w) 
RO 
and, if H satisfies (ZS), then 
f”(E) = 
1 
’ +A(yRo- 2cR,+,) 
(IIDvll + 2C,,+,A)& =ZE. 
We want to show that {ul} is a Cauchy sequence in BUC(RN), i.e., that 
for every a > 0 there is a I, = l,,(a) > 0 so that if 1, 1’ > I,, then 
This, together with Proposition 3.2, will finish the proof of the theorem. For 
a > 0 arbitrary but fixed let 1 > E > 0 be so that 
1 
1 +JYRo 49 < 43 
and 
A 
1 +hRo 
A 12Ro+3(2E) < a/3 
if H satisfies (H4), or 
1 
’ +hR, 
2cR,+l(1 +z>c < a/3 (4.22) 
if H satisfies (H5). Having chosen E as above, next select I, so that for 1, 
1’ > l,, 
1 
’ + hRo 
SUP IH,k r, P) - H& r, PII < 43, (4.23) 
XE w, 
Irl <Ro. 
IPI <min(6Rds+ 1.2) 
where in the case that H does not satisfy (H5), z = co. Then, in view of 
Proposition 3.3, for 1, 1’ > 1, we have 
lluI - +Il < a 
and thus the result. 
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As a corollary of the above proof and Proposition 3.5, we state, without 
proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If H satisfies (Hl), (H2), (H3), (H5), and 
v E C,“*‘(P), then (0.3) has a unique viscosity solution u E C~“(lR“‘). 
Remark 4.2. If H is independent of u, then the above proof gives 
2, = co. If H satisfies (H3) and either (H4) or (H5), with constants 
independent of R, then 1, is independent of I( v I/. 
Remark 4.3. One can prove Theorem 2 by using compactness 
arguments, once Propositions 3.4 and 4.1 are established. Here we gave a 
more constructive proof to obtain the uniform convergence of solutions of 
approximate quations. 
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